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a n d C hildren

From entranced glances
entranced eyes
peering minds
lend themselves to
the past
in superficial stances, untouched
by solemn promises
future being
cradled legs and wheelchaired lips
cannot touch the snow
falling, lying softly
beyond reflection
to they, who
in a likened style
sit so near, so far from them
blankly touching glass,
failing to see through the snow
limbs untrembling, lips in
agility retained,
lives still intact
the window is indifferent,
and the snow still falls.

John Van Besien
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A lone
I am alone. The darkness surrounds me as the eternal coldness
of death envelopes my soul. Horrible wails of the dead
overwhelm my mind as I stumble forward into the darkness.
Where is the Paradise that was promised? Why have you
abandoned me, 0 God? Is there no light to guide my way? In
this frozen abyss I feel the horror approach... grasping,
clinging, clawing at my numbed flesh. The howls grow louder,
more urgent, as they call me, "Come, come, join us in our
despair and misery. Abandon all hope. You must obey me NOW!"
And in the darkness, I see a dim red glow ahead. I am drawn
forward, compelled by the commanding screams that pierce my
ears. The coldness fades as the glow spreads across the
horizon. I can now see the desolate landscape around me. I am
surrounded by a barren desert filled with unnameable
creatures which scurry about in the shadows. As I walk, it
grows warmer, until the heat is too much to bear and I fall to
the ground. The gravel burns my face and hands as I force
myself to my feet. Horrible demon like creatures hound me,
slashing at my heels and calves as if herding me towards the
strengthening glow. The heat saps my strength as I walk for
what seems like an eternity in endless desolation. A foul,
nauseating stench like rotting flesh spews forth from boiling
tar pits. As I approach one, I see screaming devils trapped in
the tar. They fling balls of burning oil at me and curse me as
I stumble ahead. The horizon seems strangely foreshortened
when I look up, and I realize I am nearing the edge of a cliff.
A pall of smoke billows upward into the black, starless sky as
I peer into the abyss. With a scream of terror and pain I am
savagely thrust over the edge and I fall. . .

Tyler Harris
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T h e Window
Morning sunlight reaches in,
illuminating the air.
A spring breeze swirls
the dust.
The dust chokes the air;
it hides the light
from the man.
He yearns for freedom;
he knows the window
offers life . . .
So with a smile,
he steps through,
and is free.

Bullock
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Bill Carty
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SENSES
When the mists descend on my town
it opens the gates to another world;
A land of sounds and feelings
An animal screams very near
but nothing can be seen
except the forboding moon
piercing through the dense grey fog.
A train blows its presence.
It must be carrying non-existant people
on their journey to nowhere.
It has lost all sense of impatience
and moves dully, mechanically,
to somewhere not here.
Buildings stand erect and lifeless,
half hidden in the thick night.
Oceans of mists
cover the village of my being.
Pearl grey clouds
flood my eyes
as I, too, become
a part of the mists
in another world.

O'Connell
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got me that
was like
thought like
or thought I thought like but didnt really
(cause it isnt easy to be like what it isnt right to be)
Tried to be different
by myself
alone
without anyone
but wasnt as theres no differentness in oneness
got friends that
were like and
did like
or thought they liked but didnt really
(cause it isnt cool to like what isnt cool to be)
tried to be different
like them
with them
but wasnt as theres no differentness in sameness not matter how
different
got friends that
were understanding
did understand
or thought they understood but didnt really
(cause it isnt easy to understand what isnt
understandable to be like)
tried to be different
for them
because of them
but wasnt as theres no differentness in trying to be
different
got me again
by myself
for myself
and I am
(cause it isnt easy to be what it isnt easy to be)

Thomas W. Kreek
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Q uixotic Q u a rk s
There are times when I just can't seem to get anything
done. My mind turns fuzzy and ideas, when they finally do
arrive, seem shallow and insubstantial. Math becomes a mess
of incomprehensible symbols; words and meanings do not
connect; history becomes a nonsensical fairy-tale, instead of
a record of mankind's important acts; and Chemistry becomes a
dim nightmare with singing electrons and densely packed
nuclei. My mind is as blank as a clean chalkboard, and I seem
to have misplaced my chalk.
Nothing seems real; the man-made world I live in seems
shallow and insubstantial, lacking in something vaguely
inportant. But I look at a tree, and it looks so real. The
tree seems to leap out at me, its realness a tangible thing
which takes hold of my mind for an instant.
Those moments when I can't remember what six plus seven
is, can't remember what my phone number is, can't remember
what my name is or which way my S's go, are but painful
reminders that I am a "mere mortal," imposing an artificial
system of language and symbolism upon the world I live in. I
have twisted and squeezed the world into my own narrow
classifications. I have sliced, like so much ham, ideas and
concepts into smaller, more easily understood packages-words. I have forced an order to the universe which I can
easily understand. And I have named that universe Reality.
There is nothing new in this ordering and classifying, this
slicing and packaging. I learned to do it as a child; as an
adult, I am merely perfecting the system.
It is my need to know, a feeling that there is something
more, which drives me, which drives the human race, causing us
all to tear beneath the surface of things. Like a child
opening a birthday present, we ignore the beautiful wrapping
paper, destroying it, to obtain the prize inside. A man
looking at a tree is satisfied for a while to observe its
beauty, the solid trunk disappearing into the ground and the
leaves waving in the sky. He will probably, if he has any
artistic talent, try to capture the likeness on paper by
drawing it or writing a poem about it. But the more the man
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thinks about the tree, the more convinced he becomes that
there is more to the tree than what he sees. "What is inside?"
he asks himself. "Where does the trunk go?" Politely asking
the tree what makes it tick brings no answer but a whisper of
leaves in the wind. The man does not realize that a tree has
no wrapping paper--it is its own prize. And so the man uproots
the tree, chops it apart, and rips limbs and leaves in an
attempt to find the something more. Pieces are brought to his
lab and carefully analyzed. Experiments are done on the dead
tree and later upon living trees in order to obtain a detailed
account of all the tree's life-processes.
A tree is no more or less beautiful for this knowledge.
Is the man any better off than he was before? A tree lies
murdered on the ground, its life-sap oozing from the wounds in
its trunk. No scream marks its passing; it lies quietly,
mouldering upon the silent earth. The tree is gone, and in its
place the man has a detailed account of the tree's life
processes, a list of elemental componenets, and a few halfforgotten poems and drawings. The flowers will be next.
In searching and poking, ripping and tearing, we manage
to create a solid world with solid facts. No longer is there
any mystery about a tree or a flower. I can not help but
wonder what we will do when we have finished ripping and
tearing apart the universe, labeling and detailing lifeprocesses, planets, and plants. We will have much knowledge,
true. But will we understand this knowledge?
The solid facts may not be as solid as we think. Much of
what we humans profess to know is based on speculation,
creative thought which seems to explain some previously
inexplicable phenomenon. For instance, the Atomic Theory,
upon which many of the "facts" of chemistry are based, is
unprovable, at least by present means. How can one touch an
electron? Or see an atom? Even with an electron microscope
the atom is not seen, only the path through which the atom
traveled.
For myself, looking at a chair, I know there is more to it
than a conglomeration of atoms, electrons and electromagnetic
forces. A list of all the atoms in the chair does not tell me
whether the chair is tall or short, a beautiful Victorian
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piece or a plain, straight-backed rocking chair. Such a list
falls far short of the reality. Clearly something is lost in
the ripping and tearing. A story told by Rima Drell Reck will
perhaps make clear the point I am trying to make:
I knew a child once who insisted on 'understanding's
kaleidoscope. What was the result? He took it apart
and ruined everything. His friends left theirs alone
and 'understood' the colors of the rainbow--blue, red,
green— clouds, lightning, hell, passion, and death.
He understood nothing and broke his machine.
The essence of something can not be put into a j ar and studied.
By focusing upon the solid facts of life we lose something
important. The dissection of a man does not reveal what that
man thought about, what ideas ran through his head. The
importance of the man is not in his life-processes, but in his
thoughts. By the same token, the importance of life is not in
the solid facts, but in its essence.

Renee Lloyd
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Residue from a
Continuous Sculpture
(Lines from the video)
There is no joy in technology.
Joy is a human condition.
Technology extends us away from each other,
Sacrificing quality for quantity
and hugs for telephone calls.
There is joy in creative discovery,
There is joy in comfort and pleasure.
There is joy in the rebalancing act
that sustains our gradual march
toward full and dignified interdependence.
For every technological extension of our senses
there is and equal and opposite need to expand our capacity
for joy, sadness, anger, hate, love, happiness.
For every computer and reactor, for every turbine and mine,
each person must encounter another,
and feel their feelings, and experience their experience.
It is not enough to strive to prevent inhumanity;
We must enhance each other's capacity for feeling joy.
Spiraling without control, exploding or imploding, doing or being,
If we just keep each other balanced,
Direction always comes.
For students in the physics of communication,
learning to sustain perpetual arcs of cosmic brinkmanship,
life itself is a continuous sculpture.

W. Lance Haynes
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Now is more important
than the now of yesterday,
difficult and changing,
sand sifting through my close clenched hand,
too full and too empty
in the same breath.

Diana Hunter
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Circularity
Intricate designs ... flowing lines...
Fore-ordained communication
By way of circular plan.
Bestowed upon us is the gift of rules.
We allow to be told we are not allowed,
Are given thoughts we shouldn't think,
Give all to some while
Trying to retain some of all.
Idle, we watch self consumption destroy.
Resigned, we hear words of church and state.
All have rules and words and thoughts
Which we, of course, should have.
All have contradictions
Between and Within.
Intricate designs crossing the horizon
To die
Flowing lines ... fore-ordained. ..
The spider's corner construction
With all points equally near the center...
The serpent swallowing its tail.

Dave Palmer
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The leaves gently fall again,
Streaming, screaming out color-And I am not alone.
We stood together and watched the falling sun
Passing into night-Illuminating trees and grass with
Browns, Golds, Umbers, Greens-And I smiled for the companionship
With the trees and their gentle leaves.
Night came and went
Quiet and violent.
Today it rains, and everyday
Until: Again I hold her against me
And the sun comes forth and
Lightens my mind.

Zach
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R eturn
(21 June 1984)
Astronomers convince us that a rolling ball
Explains Sun's disappearance into purple West
And resurrection in the orange of East.
But who explains how you - who through a Northern door
Abandoned me to nights of solitude Returned through Southern portal like Daylight
Which renders flowers to their colored selves?

Norbert Kreidl
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Blind Faith
It was late night, and the stars hung crystalline and
silent in an indigo sky. A chill wind swept down from the
mountains, portending an early change of seasons as it
whispered through the trees of the foot-hills. A small house,
dark and lifeless, lay deep among those trees. Its abandoned
appearance was belied only by two figures, gray silhouettes
against night's darkness, sitting on the front porch.
The old porch swing creaked slightly, rhythmically, in
constant protest to Starr's gentle pushing. Aster reclined
thoughtfully in an old wicker chair, his feet resting upon the
porch rail. The young men gazed silently at the eastern sky as
crickets sang, and a whipoorwill called from somewhere in the
darkness.
Starr spoke, his words seeming irreverent as they broke
upon the surreal solitude. "Will they really do it?"
Aster started slightly at the sound of Starr's quiet
voice. "I don't know. ...No."
Starr turned his gaze to the quiet form of Aster.
if they do?"

"What

The wicker chair creaked as Aster stirred uncomfortably,
(soberly) "I don't know, I sure as Hell wouldn't want to be
around afterward. I 'd shoot myself. "
"Those are strong words."
(With dismissing tone and unfelt confidence.) "By dawn
it will all be academic anyway, they*11 resolve it quietly."
(Quiet laughter.) "Blind faith in the government. Isn't
that what started all this in the first place?"
Aster sat up angrily, his voice snapping harshly toward
Starr's silhouette. "hey, don't start again! I'm tired of
your "blind faith" speech.
Let's just drop the subject
altogether."
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quiet as the
" ___ damn."

wind which no

longer

stirred

the trees.

Starr turned to the trembling silhouette of Aster, The
light of a false dawn still glowing in his eyes. "Shall I get
the gun?"
His anger slipped away into the darkness, and left him
staring at Starr's silent profile. Slowly standing, Aster
moved listlessly to the front of the porch and absently
surveyed the dark horizon. The swing creaked, crickets sang.
"Little chilly for this time of year." The swing creaked,
a whipoorwill called.
Aster turned, took a step toward the front door,
paused. "I'm going to go to bed. You coming in?"

and

Starr was motionless for a moment, then glanced at the
luminous dial of his watch. His gaze returned to the horizon.
"In a while ."
With hands in pockets, Aster addressed Starr's gently
swinging profile. "Hey, urn, I'm going to town tomorrow. You
want to ride along?"
(With quiet concession.) "Yeah....sure."
Aster spoke quietly, not looking at Starr. "Hey, I'm
sorry. You know, about the speech thing..." The swing
creaked, crickets sang.
(A quiet statement. ) "There's a glow on the horizon. "
Aster's eyes turned to the pale horizon. "You see, it's
sunrise, they've settled it by now. Let's go in." The swing
creaked, a whipoorwill called.
(flatly) "It's not sunri se. 11's 2:45."
The swing stopped creaking, crickets no longer sang, a
whipoorwill's call ended in mid-note. There came a whisper as

Michael Hall
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C o n c e ssio n
S ta n d
cotton encrusted candy
coated
drooling shirt sleeves
cover slimy small tan backs
calloused soles
pushing forward to
meet, to ask
slippery snow cones
for a ride
on cigarette butt warmed
ice cream syruped
home for cars,
engulfed hot collision
scaly elbowed precision
in asphalt fun.

John Van Besien
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REFLECTIONS
O F DESPAIR
A mirror falls
and shatters into a thousand shards;
each razor sharp point
crying out for the blood offering
of another dreary Monday.

O ’Connell

Michael Hall
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UNTITLED III
The screams of a thousand nightmares
rang in her head.
The noise was so overwhelming
she could not escape its terror.
And although she could feel
the cold metal against her temple,
she was unable to hear herself
pull the trigger.

O' Connell
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Roberta Morse
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L isten

Can you hear it?
The sound,
heavy, oppressive
drawing ever near.
Have you not always heard it?
The sound,
growing, spreading,
of entropy's power possessed.
Perhaps it has been so long heard
you hear it no longer.
The sound,
engulfing, overwhelming,
thundering over the plains of memory.
There, can you hear it now?
The sound,
unavoidable, inevitable,
a silence settling over your mind.
You can not hear it, can you?

Michael Hall

Michael Hall
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BEDIVERE
Others were more loyal than Bedivere,
However he was always there;
From beginning to end, he stood firm,
Even when he threw Excalibur at last:
But up 'til then what reservation
Kept him from giving his all.
He survived better than Arthur
As he took the middle road.
He did not revolt as did Mordred,
Nor betray as did Launcelot;
He did not achieve the purity of Galahad;
Although not a Judas, he did as Peter
Let down his lord almost thrice,
Obeying Arthur only after he asked more than twice.

CNYCHWR
Cnychwr was son of Nes or Conchobar mac Nesa.
In Scandinavia Harrison is son of Harry,
and for England Browning is son of Brown;
Scotland has MacFerson son of Ferson,
But wouldn't Ferson be son of Ferris,
And so it goes from country to country
Only reminding us in Arthur's case
They came from Scotland, Ireland, Wales and France
To make an order that gave power meaning.
To be a Knight of the Round Table meant something,
Their successes had a cause - an origin and a purpose.
Did the purpose get out of hand, the way power does,
And the quest exceed the everyday,
Seeking a religion rather than protecting one?
(From "Arthur's Men and Women")
W. Nicholas Knight
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CERTAIN LIBERTY
Deftly
A song
A song
A song

sung
she sang,
of liberty,
for all to see.

A brighter day,
A deeper night,
Both these must surely be,
A certain part of liberty.
A speech gave she,
A speech for liberty,
Yes, this must surely be
A certain part of liberty.
Stronger feelings
A lighter life,
Both these must surely be
A certain part of liberty.
A fight he fought,
A fight for liberty.
Yes this too must surely be
To obtain certain liberty.
A life he gave,
A life for liberty.
Yes this must regretfully be,
To obtain certain liberty.
A falling star,
The deepest night.
Yes, this will surely be,
The beginning of certain liberty.
Sadly sung,
A song she sang,
A song of mourning,
A song of certain liberty!
Chris Icide
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D esire of th e Moth
Tingling with the scent of
burning tallow in precise night air,
head feather flail in excitement
and soon
dusty wings rush to flight.
Tossed by hot eddies,
a careless ballet plays
about the source of it all
(while scales melt off wings
and fur burns on the belly).
Why, if not for light,
and why, despite the heat?
It was the song:
"I am the fire, you are the moth"
daring me, taunting me.

Joe Marfice
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P hoenix
Leap from the precipice. Fall, there is no fear; of this
I have command. Wings sweeping out, I catch the wind. It is my
strength, my companion. Rise now, higher than all others.
Above them, beyond them, I fly alone. And better to be alone
than lonely in the crystal sky. The world stands still below
me, so far below, and all is lain clear in sharp preciseness. I
see all boundries and breech them, I see all horizons and
surpass them. I move as a symbol of power and strength. I am
free to fly, to be only what I am and thus so much more. Avian
Lord, master of the skies; words with no meaning to those
without wings.

Michael Hall
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S tradivarius in S teel
One false stroke sets your spine to glass,
A gentle touch and the heavens ring as crystal.
The sirens sang a song not unlike
The wood and gut of the violin.
Emotions mixed—
Yet they would tear you from the mast,
Your ears straining to the touch
of the the wildhorsehair bow-Pizzicato
Tremolo
Ringing to silence.
Stradivari, apprentice to Amati
Knew his craft well;
With sharp-worn tools
He labored on the wood.
It melted beneath his hands
As he spun the instrument
And fired it with future passions
And glazed it with orangebrown varnish.
Perfect.
Perfect in its silent tension.
Potential like a thunderbolt
Flash to brilliance with a surge
Rumble
Echo
Die.
Such was a Stradivarius.
With Stradivari died the secret.
Masters emulated
Virtuosos coveted
None could replace.
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The silver woman Science
Contemplated the lightning
and the thunder.
Finely she recorded
Integrated
Resonated.
The steel metalworks
Shiny-cold-sharp
Like a modern horror
Wired to its mother-charged and smart.
Bowing to the electric god
The bow is struck and
Lightning
Flashes to brilliance with a surge
Rumble
Echo
Die.
Stradivari would be shocked
To see the grotesque metal infant-A steel changeling
Which sang and cried
Like the children of his craft.
Yet it is not the same.
The music of the colored sphere
Gray sea
Black roots
Red blood
Brown earth
Pink dawn
Is in tune with the wood and gut,
Gently curved
Lovingly played.
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But the silver, cold sphere is
Iron at night or
the earth from a distance.
The ear is but one sense
And beauty is another;
The wood and gut are living-Not so the steel and its mother.

Note:

In 1982 Max Mathews, a sound engineer from Bell
Laboratories, built a metal instrument with integrated
circuit amplification which, he claimed, faithfully
synthesized the tones of a Stradivarius.

Robert T. Kelley
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QUIET REFLECTIONS
Atop a barren cliff she stood,
Quietly staring across the deserted sea.
The wind swept her hair, softly as it could,
And sent her tears flying free.
Slowly forward she tread,
Gliding quietly in her woe.
The wind paused and the cliff stood dead,
Watching her soar to the lonely rocks below.
To the past filtered her mind,
Exalting in her joyful memories of old,
Filling with the love she could no longer find,
Yet mourning for the ones she could no longer hold.
Softly he stroked her tear covered face.
Warmly he held her tight,
Stroking back the hair from her beautiful face,
Warding away the coldness of that night.
Slipped from his grasp, smiling with charm,
Tauntingly she hid behind the tree,
As he grabbed for her arm,
Drawing her near, their lips touching lovingly.
Slowly she lifted the white veil,
As she turned and smiled at him happily.
Sensually they kissed in that holy vale,
And in a shower of white rain, left exuberantly.
Picking up the tiny body carefully,
She smiled as its wail quieted.
The young face smiled beautifully,
As their new son looked back at them.
Sorrow filled her mind and tears her eyes,
As the holy man finished his verse.
The tiny casket disappeared with her cries,
As he slowly led her away.
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Happily, she arranged the flowers and lit the candle.
Quietly they toasted their tenth anniversary.
Hand in hand they left the table,
To sleep in each other's tender embrace, lovingly.
Emptily she stood above her husband's grave,
Softly placing the single rose on the misty stone.
Quietly she stepped away,
Headed for the lonely sea.
Chris Icide

Michael Hall
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Ed Dickheiber
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Crystalline
S p h e re s

Crystalline spheres tossed gently
- Clinking In the breeze.
A mobile representation
Of today.. and a decade ago...
There's you or I,
No 'tween...no us.
Just spheres banging noisily...
Globes hung precariously
By threads of support:
Individual efforts.
Unity long since declared
An unnecessary ideal...Dead...
Died as unions became corrupt,
Shriveled as apathy became dominant,
And took to flight on backs
Of disinterested winds.
Crystalline spheres
Clinking and Banging noisily
But, that's all...
Just noise.
Noi se.
Dave Palmer
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Thousand Times
(11 February 1965)
Thousand times you loved me best
Thousand times with me you lived
Always were you to me your gift
Were my rest with all your rest.
Thousand times you sent to me
When the voyage was too distant
When the quarrel was resistant
Thousand times you bent to me.
We shared thousand treasures and
Thousand times the river's strand.
Thousand times our tears and smiles
Make us one for thousand miles
On the way to the far land.
(From the German.)

Norbert Kreidl was a Ceramic Engineering professor from Vienna,
Austria, who taught at UMR from 1970 to 1980. He is now 84 years
old.
Norbert Kreidl
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Siren S o n g

Gulls flying in front of the sun
above placid, glistening waters.
Stir within the depths of blue-green filtered sunlight.
Rise, break the surface, thundering crescendo.
Sun on golden skin, the warm air's gentle touch.
The sleeper has awakened.

Michael Hall
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And o n th e Eighth Day

•

•

•

It was long ago, during October as I recall. The day was
cool and overcast in the way that month is, and it was time for
the harvest. Row after row, endless ranks of dried-up potato
plants stood in a state of fertile death. And beneath the
soil was hidden our winter survival; meals, shoes, coats,
millions of potatos lying ripe and undisturbed beneath the
earth on the day of gathering -- on the day that was to put
forth a much greater harvest.
For me being only a child, it was a day free of work, and
I did not understand. . .not really. My father told such grand
stories and, as we sat on the front porch watching the storm
clouds rise, I asked him to tell me again the 'story' which he
had told so often of late. And so he began, enthralling me
with the story of Christ and his death. He told of the
sacrifice Christ had made, of the forgiveness he had offered
his brothers, and of the promise of his second coming. I knew
the story well, for I had read the bible many times, even at
that age, but it was always better when father told it.
Finally he got to the new part, the part that Brother
Miller had told us all -- he told why we were not in the field
that day. Never will I forget those words, nor the hope and
strength in my father's eyes as he said them. He gazed
heavenward at the building storm and said in a quiet, reverent
voice, "This day we have left our fields untended, our work
undone, because this is His day. Today Christ will walk among
us, and we shall not know toil or strife on this day of His
return."
Afterward we sat in silence, looking out across the
fields, waiting. We sat all evening until mother called us to
supper -- 'the last supper', as my father called it during
grace. Later I was sent to bed, and my father returned to the
front porch to wait.
I was awakened by the sound of someone in the kitchen.
'Christ is in our kitchen, ' I thought. I knew that it must
have been after midnight -- Christ was to arrive at the last
minute of the day -- but a glimpse of Christ seemed worth the
thrashing I would get if I was caught awake at such an hour. I
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slipped from my bed, and moved quietly down the hall to the
kitchen.
Father sat alone, barely visible, in the meager light of
a single candle.
'Where is Christ?' I wondered. Then I
realized that something terrible must have happened -- my
father's eyes were filled with tears. I returned to bed
unnoticed, all the while wondering what I had done to grieve
my father so. I remember wondering, just before I was taken by
sleep, if Christ would be back in time for breakfast.

Michael Hall

Bill Carty
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A Thought
The Sun is rising up.
The Tide is coming in.
The decision has to be made...to be or not to be.
What shall it be?!!!
Reason and Intellect.
Hidden Hatred and Sorrow.
Open eyes with feltless emotion.
Broken hurting heart.
What shall it be?!!!
Hiding feelings.
Showing emotions.
Doing what is right.
Doing what is wrong.
Is it right or is it wrong?
What shall it be?!!!
Living on Faithfulness.
Living on Hope.
Living on Piayer.
Living to Live.
What shall it b e ? !!!
Virtuous or Sinful.
Life or death.
Is it Here?
Is it There?
What shall it be?!!!
It glides.
It soars.
It is reason.
It is intellect.
What shall it be?! ! !
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Are they open?
Are they closed?
Is it bright?
Is it dark?
What shall it be?!!!
The Sun is lowering.
It is fading fast.
The Tide is receding.
It is leaving fast.
Shall it be lifted?
Shall it be caught?
What shall it be?!!!
or
Shall it be at all?!!!

Alexander W. Baldwin
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Sum m er
sweat swallowed
sunken-in etching eyes
chocolate
age-spot splendor
yellow-tipped fingers
grasp tightly, hold
splintered, crackling
snake-skinned porch swing
in thickly smooth pudding putrid
water washing
August air
sweeping stagnant billiard room
five-and-dime
Chaston's Grocery
produce stand
little boy bouncing rubber
ball
cooling grey Play-doh stained
concrete
raspberry tricycle treks
sticky black sap.

John Van Besien
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EVENING TEARS
Gentle tears, screamed her eyes,
For, from those she met from times gone by
Came sorrowful cries,
As they all gave their goodbyes.
The shining one smiled with deep emotion,
While her eyes glowed with her inner rage.
Her arms hugged her with swelling affection,
For the friend who now must turn another page.
The strong one built his walls of logic,
To save him from the screaming of that night,
Hoping the blade could not nick
The emotions hidden behind those walls so tight.
The butterfly spread her caring wings
And poured out in a concerted trial,
Emotion to nurse those painful stings.
Then she said goodbye for just awhile.
The lost one cried his mourning sorrow,
Of longing for a twice lost friend.
Not caring that he tread a path too narrow,
To carry on when came a bend.
Emotion burned the evening air,
And tears came to all eyes,
When they said they care,
As they all gave their goodbyes.

Chris Icide
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Michael Hall

Reproduction by Michael Hall from "The Story of
World War II” by Stewart Graff.
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W hat Have They D one?
What have they done to the cities?
Lightless, curtainless, vacant windows.
What have they done to the people?
Sightless, thoughtless, shattered minds.
What have they done to the children?
Purposeless, meaningless, silent deaths.
What have they done to the flowers?
Colorless, lifeless, blackened petals.
What have they done to my eyes?
Sightless, tearless, empty wells.

i can not cry
for those who have fallen,
for those
who die without pride.
i can not cry
for myself

What have they done to my eyes?

Michael Hall
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D eath
Death comes everywhere,
even to tiny yellow rooms
with orange and green curtains
and bright red balloons.

Diana Hunter

T h u n d e rs to rm
Grandfather's voice
thundering overhead
through dense devil's food cake.
drip. drip,
popcorn
in a blue b o w l .
Diana Hunter
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Reincarnation

Reencarnacao

and the street was narrow
even for a shadow
nine lives, three poets
black
cat
under the wheels of the cab
scrowling
thumps and squashing death
escaped

e a rua era estreita para a sombra
sete vidas, ttes poetas
negro
o gato
sob as rodas
do carro,
o grunhido
da atropelada & esmagada morte
escapado

Eight!
and the subterranean river
speaks life
hidden
by force
of a fateful word
turned against itself
springs through flat
annihilation

Seis!
e um rio subterraneo
diz da vida,
reclusa
a pulso
numa palavra azarada
voltada contra si
saltnado atrav^s da perda,
aniquilando-a

out inheritance-death & life
life & death
the three into one word: cat
black on white

herdando-a para n<£s
--morte e vida
vida e morte
os tr^s numa palavra: gato
preto no branco
libertando-nos

delivering us

Max Martins} Age de Carvaljo, James Bogan

(A version of this article originally appeared in the Sunday
edition of "0 Liberal" on March 31, 1985. It was revised and
translated by James Bogan with the help of Simone Fernanades.)
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T ro u b led K n ig h ts
The morning unfurls as a palled memory
Of the evening’s iridescence.
The horizon bruised..marked...beautiful.
Break away!
Don't watch!
The view's been viewed and shall be again.
More to do...to check.
Variegation restitution - reds and violets and more.
Hues and tints bound about,
A proclamation of joy, of life.
But not for o n e ...for one just doubt.
Another knight, as many previous,
Has vanished with the spray of color.
Captured?...Fled?
No trace...gone...the desk near clear.
Again encamped in eternal darkness...
Alone to watch as colors splash
The inferior eastern scape...
The ritual glance...the identical result...
Yet another knight is gone.
Again
Again
Again
Again

the
the
the
the

radiance of the west.
wait...and the watch
glimmer of the east
glance...and the absence.

The desk, now clear, stares wearily on.
Knight by knight gone by and by.
The glimmer of the east glimpses in
But, no more knights...no more...
Please!
Exhaustion sets in
But,
The radiance of the west.

Dave Palmer
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OUTCASTS
Smoke,
wisps of air
gliding listlessly across the country
Not accepted in any
hometown

O' Connell

Bill Carty
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Silent watching as Autumn fails.
People move in their paths,
Circles and squares--connecting.
Silence of Summer fades
To the wind in the trees
And the rustling cries of dying leaves.
Beauty rises up with the breeze,
The moving of the clouds
Uncovering the infinite blue-Perfumes waft on the breeze,
Woman and nature--both ethereal.
Back to earth, the cold, damp ground
Beneath me, lukewarm breeze above,
Leaves falling around--sun shining down.
A tree at my back-Music fills my head-Songs of wood and farm-The subtle interplay of flute,
Driving the plow.
The sky is a darker blue now,
The wind more quiet,
The sun more harsh.
My brief time away, quiet, full-Another Autumn lament.

Robert T . Kelley
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C o n eb riated Infusion R evisited
Waking, whether from sleep or merely a day-daze, my
thoughts are found as a jumbled mass, a conglomeration of bits
and pieces. Fragmented thoughts of the day's happenings, and
those of yesterday and tomorrow, collide with a force that
leaves little more than confusion. The day-dazes come upon me
throughout the hours. Concentration slips and off I go with
dreams of better times. Times not found in reality, but in the
recesses of the mind, locked under key, guarded from invasion.
The key, though is not hard to locate. Many forms of this key
are readily accessible through any of numerous bottles. A
sip, a drink, a gulp, or more and all seems to dwindle into
mires alongside the path as I freely enter realms of my own
making. It is not an invasion when one of the realm enters,
and, with my bottle, I am of the realm.
Showers of light and color cascade about me, reflected by
mirrors haphazardly tossed on and around my path. A network
of color as never seen before, forms to announce my arrival
into surrealism. Clothed and walking, now nude in bondage
with silk licking my body, now in the embrace of my love, the
fantasies roll through my mind and past my vision.
Excitement, love, and ecstasy run rampant in festive mode till
drawn together as a tear gently rolling down a cheek. My every
entry into my surrealistic extravaganza comes to this
confrontation. I must face myself or, better, my other self
in a fight for control. I want to remain within this universe
of imagination. I want to deal with reality, to succeed. It
is a battle, a war, between two demanding so much, demanding
all.
Waking, the jumbled thoughts parade within my head,
taunting me as I try to recall and record them. I write, I
speak, but I cannot write now.
"Write the thoughts," a voice beckons.
"Who are you?" I venture aloud.
"You, " returns the voice sounding like my own.
"Your reply tells me little," I state. "Is it in way of
mimic or answer?"
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"Answer, " my voice again returns my last word.
"How. .." I start, but know not how to continue.
"How," again an echo.
"How am. . ." My questions will yet reveal some truth.
"Aum"
Aum and Om, two words of similar benefit. In meditation,
a systematic repeating of either helps to clear the mind, to
form true thought.
A kernel of composure is nestled deep within the clouds
of chaos. A chaos composed of fragmented concepts never
analyzed, because there is never enough time. Time is needed
to review this kernel. It is a placement of my thoughts of
forgotten days, days when I could truly care of and for
others. It is a kernel hidden deep within clouds, covers of
protection. But who is protected? Is it I ? Is it you or them?
I am out of step with the world as is.
"Aum. ..Aum. ..Aum. . .Aum. ..Om. ..O m ..." I say aloud. But
from without comes the muted sounds of the Moody Blues. " . ..
to reach the chord is our life's goal, but to name the chord is
important to some so they give it a word and that word is. . ."
"Om. ..Om...Om. . ." I continue.
From jumbled thoughts my mind moves into blackness.
Black a seeming void, is the presence of all colors so the oral
repitition is continued. From black the move is through gray
and then, with a flash of suddenness, white. White, the
absence of all color, a true void, momentarily exists as all
for me. But then a shower of harp sounds fall as Fall's first
snow. Crystalline flakes fall deep on a mirrored surface and
are swept into banks, lines of white on a flat mirror. The
razor blade and the metal tube with the inscription "INHALE"
laying atop the mirror tell the story. New keys are fashioned
to aid those of old, should resistance encumber the path. The
sip, drink, gulp, and toot to help find the way. And should
the way still be obscure, newer keys are fashioned and
awaiting their chance to aid. There is skag, yet another
chemical key. There are toys with points and plastic and
plungers.
NO! It all must stop! the needle is plunged into the
table top and broken off. Begone! Leave me and tempt me not!
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"You don't help me !" I cry aloud.
"Me," the voice, my voice rebuts.
"Be quiet you!" I cry. Tears are now streaming down my
cheeks.
"Two, " bounces back to my ears.
"How am. .." and still I cannot continue.
"Aum," resonates inside my mind.
"Aum. . .Aum. . .Aum. . .Om. . .Om. . ." Again I try to reach deep
into meditation. Again I try to find answers and avoid
temptations.
Two figures are visible on a field of white. One is the
kernel in the form of an eye. The other is me at but a tenth of
the eye's size. The chaos is gone from sight.
Jumbled
thoughts are of aural absence.
"'Tis I that have long since rested unknown," Comes a
voice, my voice, but of a magnitude never before heard.
"What?" the only word my mind can compose is put forth
with a quavering voice.
"'Tis I that long ago was placed deep within," booms the
voice. "'Tis I that was shunned as you chose to favor
chemically induced dream states instead. 'Tis I that was made
to see, but not allowed to speak. 'Tis I that allows no
recollection. 'Tis I that created the bog and mire of chaos to
protect the stronghold of memory. 'Tis I that is most needed
yet most feared. "
"What?" I inquire. "'Tis I?. ..Who are you?"
"You, " the voice booms back my final word.
"Is this in way of answer or mimic?" I question once
more.
"Answer, " in the final word.

Dave Palmer
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daisies on the water,
singin' halelujah!
God help me if i cry.
go back to where you came from
i don’t want to hear your lies.
life is what you make of it
and i'm still running from myself.

Diana Hunter
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